MEMORANDUM CIRCULAR NO. 04
Series of 1992

TO : ALL CONCERNED

SUBJECT : SUSPENSION OF J/J MEDICAL AND INDUSTRIAL CLINIC

For your information and guidance, hereunder is quoted the dispositive portion of a decision of the Undersecretary for Standards and Regulations of the Department of Health dated December 26, 1991, in a case of Ms. Natividad Euemio versus the J/J Medical and Industrial Clinic:

"Wherefore premises considered, the accreditation of the J/J Medical Clinic is hereby suspended for two (2) months commencing on the day following the date of receipt of this Decision. During this period the clinic is prohibited to conduct medical examination for overseas employment purposes. It may continue, however, to attend to medical consultation and treatment and medical examination for local employment. Any violation of this suspension order shall be dealt with more severely.

"The clinic is strongly advised to exercise more diligence in interpretation of medical examination results in order not to cause undue damage to the overseas worker either by employment of physically unfit worker or non-employment of an otherwise physically fit worker."

As advised by the Department of Health, this Order took effect on January 09, 1992.

Please be guided accordingly.

Jose N. Sarmiento
Administrator

21 January 1992